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ABSTRACT

Forensic speaker identification is one of the most important tasks
dealt with in forensic phonetics. The usage of acoustic evidence
increases and at the same time grows the necessity for easy-to-
apply and reliable methods. The method should be consistent and
straight and should enable an expert to make identification
decision with clearly determined probability.

This paper is to outline the routine expert actions — the
methods successfully used by expert group of STC over many
years of everyday practice, discussions, studying and teaching.
The description of one recent case serves as an example of a
typical identification procedure.

1. INTRODUCTION
Every laboratory or individual working in the field and making
forensic identification decisions has some approach. Particularly,
in phonetic part of speaker identification an examiner conducts
measurements — qualitative or quantitative — of some linguistic
features. There arose two questions: how to select features and
how to measure them [2, 13, 14]. Individualizing value of a
feature is determined by its intra-speaker and inter-speaker
variability. Measurement is founded upon the existing linguistic
knowledge of a feature’s behaviour in speech and language.
While measuring, an expert uses his/her knowledge of statistics,
of norm and deviation of a chosen feature [11, 14, 15]. But the
most important is the final question of an investigation: do the
voices on records of known and unknown origin belong to the
same individual and what is the probability of a mistake of the
made decision.

In this particular case the experts were given two records of
telephone conversations. One of them contained speech of a
criminal — a terrorist claiming to blow up buildings in town
center, another one contained speech of a suspect chatting with
girls. Starting the investigation, the experts followed the routine
actions as described: choosing parameters and making
measurements. All went well, except one unforeseen and
substantial obstacle — both individuals (speaking Russian)
exhibited a high degree of an accent. It was rather confusing to
measure a parameter and to separate individual features from
accentual ones. All cats are black at night — speech of the
examined individuals were first of all accent-corrupted, it was
one and the only feature which could be seen and which clouded
experts’ judgement. They were native Russian speakers and were
not well acquainted with this accent. The solution came suddenly
and was rather simple. The accent can be analyzed and really was
analyzed academically — there exists the so called ‘language
passport’ compiled by Linguistic Department of Saint-Petersburg
University [1]. So accentual features can be measured according
to the known statistics. It is possible to determine if the speakers
have really (quantitatively) the same nature and degree of accent
in their speech [16, 17]. So the examination (its phonetic and
prosodic parts) was divided: individualizing parameters and
accentual parameters were measured separately.

2. PREPARATORY STAGE
The digital sound recordings of telephone conversations of the
terrorist (unknown voice recording) and the suspect (reference
sample voice recording) were presented for the examination.
Duration of both files was about 23 sec. The experts were asked
the question: whether voice recordings of known and unknown
origin belong to the same person. At the preparatory stage the
experts checked up correctness of the procedual and
organizational sides of the examination and got acquainted with
the circumstances of the case.

The detailed description of the given materials was made.
After listening the sample voice recording was considered
insufficient in quality and quantity and additional materials were
requested.

3. PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION
All audio material was listened to wholly and divided into the
speech signal under investigation and sound environment. The
speech signal under investigation in the unknown voice recording
and sample voice recording was cut out and saved in separate
files which were considered further as the unknown voice
recording (UVR, duration 72 sec) and sample voice recording
(SVR, duration 86 sec).

Further the quality of a speech signal under investigation
was estimated – aurally and with the means of spectral and
cepstral analyses. The real frequency band was 300-3600 Hz.
The technical and acoustical analysis of hidrances and noise
background in the recordings has shown that their quality does
not require special noise cancellation. Nevertheless, in order to
optimize characteristics for aural perception and formant analysis
accuracy, normalization, spectral equalization, and manual pulse
like interferences removal were carried out.

Then quantitative representativity and sufficiency of the
speech material under investigation for aural, linguistic and
instrumental kinds of the analysis were estimated. Duration and
quality of UVR and SVR were considered sufficient.

The estimation of authenticity of recordings and search for
traces of falsification was not carried out due to the specific
delivery of the materials (Their origin could not be discussed).

For the linguistic part of identification investigation text
decoding of both recordings was prepared.

Presence and intensity of the factors which can potentially
cause distortion of speech signal were estimated. Such factors or
any traces of voise disguise were not revealed.

The quality of the material did not allow to apply integrated
analysis and comparison of the automated system "Dialect" [18]
due to the severe difference of frequency response of UVR and
SVR.

As a result of the preliminary investigation on the basis of
the mentioned conclusions on representativity and comparability
of UVR and SVR it was established that the recordings are
acceptable for the identification examination.
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4. IDENTIFICATION INVESTIGATION OF THE
RECORDINGS.

The set of situational variability factors was revealed – the
factors which greatly influence speech signal of the recordings.
While UVR is a conversation of the terrorist calling to a police
department, SVR represents conversations with people familiar
to the speaker. So the distinctions in style, form of speech
dialogue and in emotional condition were present. Thus,
personality and stylistic kinds of the analysis were limited.
Because of restrictions of the quantity and type of oral speech the
analysis was limited in such subdirections of personality
analysis: anathomical and physiological features, general
physical and mental condition, vocal tract pathologies, social
status, social background, education.

The experts carried out the primary separate analysis of
recordings according to the set of mandatory individualizing
parameters in the following directions: aural, linguistic,
instrumental (parametrical and visual), psychological, social [5,
6, 10]. Some illustrations for the visual examination are given in
Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1. Examples of dynamic voicograms [7] showing typical
for the examined voices characteristic behaviour of voice melody
in intonationally comparable speech fragments. The coincidence
of main identification specific features such as scope, loci,
boundaries and type of used melodic contour is clearly seen. The
voicogram of the sample voice is at the left, the voicogram of the
unknown voice is at the right. Horizontal axe corresponds to time
in seconds. Vertical axe corresponds to fundamental frequency
(Fo) in Hz. Degree of voice periodicity is be characterized by
shades of gray. The dark contour reflects voice melody in the
time*frequency dimension.

Figure 2. Examples of dynamic spectrograms of the Russian
word /allo/ (‘hello’ in telephone conversation) in the speech of
the known speaker (top) and of the unknown speaker (bottom).
The precise coincidence of formant and rhythmic features in
stressed vowel /a/ and lateral semivowel /l/ is clearly seen.
Horizontal axe corresponds to time in seconds. Vertical axe
corresponds to frequency in Hz.

It was defined for each measured parameter according to the
available measurement methods:
§ value of a parameter according to the available classification

(in numbers, by category or by description),
§ accuracy of measurements (reliability of the received

values) according to speech signal quality, established
manifestation of a parameter and current expert’s
possibilities.
As a result the speech portraits of the speakers under

investigation were made. Further they were compared and degree
of concurrence or difference of recordings in each parameter was
estimated. Analyzing those estimations the partial decision on
identity/difference of the speakers was made taking into account:
§ the received measured numerical and descriptive value of

each parameter;
§ expert’s estimates of known intra-speaker and inter-speaker

variability of parameters values;
§ situational variability of parameters values in the given

circumstances;
§ real accuracy of measurements, that is reliability of the

received parameters values at the given quality of a signal,
given degree of parameter manifestation and available
methods and tools.
Thus, the intermediate synthesizing decision on identity of

the speakers was made with the conclusion that they belong to a
narrow identification group. The reliability of the made decision
on speakers identity was concluded based on the partial
identification decisions and degree of independence of the used
parameters set.

After the careful analysis of available resources the experts
decided to deepen the investigation of the recordings in the
following directions: phonetic and prosodic analyses.
Considering strong accent in speech of the speakers, the task of
parameters estimation by the experts (native Russians) was a
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difficulty. The only possible and quick solution was considered
to divide the analysis into two: the analysis of individual
pronunciation features and the analysis of occurence and
manifestation degree of accentual features. Accentual features
and their statistics were taken from the ‘Passports of
Interference’ of Georgian and Russian [1]. The results of those
analyses can be seen in tables 1 and 2 which are parts of the
actual tables in the examination conclusion.

After the deepened research separate descriptions,
comparative tables of SVR and UVR in each revealed parameter
were compared considering the factors causing distortion and
change of speech signal.

The basic directions of the instrumental analysis were
examination of individual melodical structure and formant
trajectories comparison in the framework of formants equalling
method [8, 9].

The revealed set of individualizing parameters was
considered sufficient for acceptance of the decision on identity of
the speakers oral speech of which was presented in the
recordings.

The possibility of imitation of oral speech on SVR and UVR
was considered null. The experts drew the conclusion on
individual specific identity of the speakers.

Table 1. Typical examples of individual pronunciation features of oral speech

Manifestation degree in
speech

Accentual features In the
sample voice

recording

In the
unknown

voice
recording

Degree of coincidence of
feature manifestation

Vowels
More homogeneous in quality high high high
Stressed vowels
/• / - more open low average low due to different feature

representativity in the
material

/• , a, o, u/ - diphthong /ie, ia, io, iu/ after insufficiently palatalized
consonants

high high high

Unstressed vowels
/i/ - / - / average average high
Unchanged in quality /• / low low high
Unchanged in quality /• / high high high
Consonants
Absence of  /j/ at the beginning of a syllable absence absence high
velar /k, g/ moved to front position average average high
labiodental /v/ - belabial high high high
velar /x/ - uvular average average high
velar /x/ - pharyngeal absence absence high
/ l / - apical or cacuminal not velarized average high low due to different feature

representativity in the
material

palatalized / l / - slightly palatalized apical average average high
palatalized labial /p, b, m, v/ - not palatalized average high low due to different feature

representativity in the
material

palatalized /t, d/ - slightly palatalized, not affricated high high high
palatalized /s, z/ - slightly palatalized absence absence high
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Manifestation degree in
speech

Accentual features In the
sample voice

recording

In the
unknown

voice
recording

Degree of coincidence of
feature manifestation

palatalized fricative /r/ before vowel - slightly palatalized or not
palatalized trill

average average high

/c/ - slightly palatalized average average high
explosion longer than frication in affricates average average high
voiceless explosion in voiced plosives at the beginning of a word low low high
voiceless plosives - glottal absence absence high
…

Table 2. Deviation from Russian pronunciation norm caused by the Georgian language interference

Then the results of the examination were documented, the
conclusions with the description of the applied procedures and
techniques were formulated in the official Conclusion.

5. CONCLUSION
At the present moment the technique of forensic audio
examinations [2, 4, 10] in order to establish speakers’ identity on
the basis of the analysis of a disputable voice recording and a
sample voice recording as it is carried out by expert division of
STC has settled, and it is obviously possible to formulate and
generalize actions undertaken by the expert. STC expert division
successfully uses the given typical procedure of
phonoexamination applying thus both technical potential of
organization and large scientific practice in the field of speech
technologies. Within the framework of the described above
approach more than 130 identification examinations were
executed by the orders of courts, public prosecutors,
investigation and security agencies, law enforcement
departments. In all cases the court recognized job of the experts
satisfactory. The typical routine actions of the expert are made
according to the chart of the standard expert actions and
decision-making principles of forensic speaker identification
[10].
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